
Risks and Rewards of Investing in Indian Corporate Credit for Foreigners

The Indian credit markets offer exciting opportunities to foreign investors (particularly foreign 

pension funds and sovereign wealth funds).  But the market is also one with steep precipices 

which can thwart the investment goals of the unwary.  More than any other market, 

management integrity is the key risk in the Indian markets.  While some family owned 

companies in India are models of rectitude, many more have made it their life’s purpose to bilk 

investors out of their hard earned money.  Somehow investors never seem to learn their lessons 

or are eager to forget their lessons once liquidity turns abundant.  Witness the repeated forays 

of the Essar Group of India into the international credit markets despite having the dubious 

distinction of becoming the first Indian company to default on its international debt repayment 

obligations.  

Credit investors who plan to invest in Indian corporate bonds in local currency must know that 

there is a cap on the amount that can be invested in such paper.  The cap amount keeps getting 

revised from time to time by the government.  There are special caps within this to encourage 

investments in the bonds of infrastructure companies.  

Why Indian Credit Markets can be interesting for Foreigners

There are many reasons why the Indian credit markets can be more exciting to foreigners 

(particularly those from developed countries) than for Indians.  Firstly, there is the issue of the 

currency.  Though the Indian Rupee has steeply declined against developed market currencies in 

the last few months (in line with other emerging market countries), the trend is likely to reverse 

once the current turmoil in the global markets has run its course and the world enters a new 

and extended period of low economic growth as overleveraged sovereigns and household in 

many countries drastically deleverage.   So it might be a good idea to subscribe today to a long 

term paper (say subordinated debt of an Indian government owned bank) in Indian Rupees than 



the Foreign Currency Bonds issued in USD or Euros.  As a result, offshore issues without currency 

risk (such as 144A  issues) might be less interesting for foreigners than longer duration onshore 

issue with currency risk .

 Secondly Interest rates on corporate offerings (this does not mean yield on government paper) 

will be high for an extended period.  While this hurts shareholder returns in the short run, from 

a societal viewpoint it is good for India as it ensures that abundant labor is not substituted for 

capital. (As we have argued elsewhere, creditor interests, over the longer term are best 

protected when the interests of labor are protected within the free market mechanism as in 

Germany).       

All the attractive returns accrue provided you have done your credit analysis right.  Else you 

would suffer the same fate as the chap who invested in the third tranche of a CDO backed by 

second lien mortgages on first grade NINJA loans (loans to no income, no jobs no assets 

borrowers for those who came in late).   And the market is strictly for buy and hold investors – 

trading in credit instruments, barring a few companies is scarce.  

Understand the Credit Story and Management Integrity of Private Sector Borrowers

The Indian private sector presents opportunities for high yield returns from bond issues of 

corporates leveraged to a fast growing economy.  The key to successful and fruitful investment 

is detailed credit analysis of the issuing entity- not the prospectus prepared by an investment 

bank to hawk an issue.  However, as we have discussed in a piece last year, while analyzing the 

credit quality of Asian companies, it is insufficient if one focuses only on the borrowing entity. 

One has to look at all entities of the same promoter group ( See 

https://crediteye.wordpress.com/2010/12/09/cash-leakage-from-stronger-to-weaker-

companies/ ).  That is the starting point of the credit analysis.  Then one must assess the 

integrity and capability of the management/promoter.  If the management is found to be 
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credible, one tries to understand the credit story of the borrowing entity.  With the 

understanding of the credit story, the creditor needs to create financial projections of the 

borrower for the tenure for which a lending transaction is being contemplated.  There are also 

select opportunities in the senior and subordinate bond issues of private sector non banking 

finance companies- again if you have understood how the NBFC makes money and how 

vulnerable its asset quality is.

Senior and Subordinate Debt of Banks 

Banks in India are fairly well regulated, though NPAs are on the rise.  The regulators would not 

permit structures or products that make no sense for anyone except the employees- so longer 

term calls on Indian banks is possible (particularly in banks with majority government holding). 

Until recently, credit demand growth in India outstripped domestic deposit growth. So many 

Indian banks had bond offerings overseas.  In many cases, the banks on lent in foreign 

currencies to Indian companies seeking funds for overseas acquisition.  Overseas expansion of 

Indian corporates is usually not sound and on most occasions such issuers should be shunned, 

unless the takeover is with the express intent of absorbing technology of the target company.

Domestic currency issues of banks are safer than foreign currency issues because they are likely 

to be bailed out in the case of a crisis.  In the case of banks with large government shareholding, 

it does not matter whether it is a domestic currency offering or a foreign currency offering- both 

are likely to be bailed out.  This is where Moody’s erred when it downgraded the Tier I 

preferreds in foreign currency of India’s largest bank with government holdings- the State Bank 

of India.  Sensible investors open to India risk might want to take advantage of this asinine 

action.  Banks like Indian Overseas Bank have had foreign issues with tenures upto 15 years.  

Of course, under the Basel III regime, many of the exotic bank instruments will cease to exist but 

investors can still take advantage of Tier II capital issues of banks majority owned by the 



government.  We would avoid the Tier II (particularly long dated issues) of private sector banks. 

Except for HDFC bank, all private banks have gone on unpredictable paths.  A well run private 

sector bank, Axis Bank, embarked on a high risk path once there was a change of management. 

The more famous ICICI Bank has had a track record of poor return on assets and poorer level of 

disclosures.

Bonds of Public Sector Units

While it is safe to say that all credit instruments of banks with majority government 

shareholding will be bailed out, the same cannot be unequivocally asserted about government 

owned manufacturing or service sector companies.  There are companies in the government 

sector which are almost world class (such as BHEL, a manufacturer of power plant equipments). 

There are also basket cases such as Air India, which at some point will witness creditor pain. 

Thorough credit analysis is a must before investment in government owned non-banks.   There 

has been a lot of international appetite for reasonably well run companies such as Oil India.

Infra bonds: Lots of Opportunities- but you must tell the Lip Sticked Pigs from the Stars

The infrastructure sector is likely to be the biggest issuer of bonds in the near future and the 

biggest addressable market for foreign investors in the domestic bond market.  The issues would 

be by SPVs executing projects in the highway, ports and power sector.  The key issue for credit 

assessment is how well structured the project is and how the project risks such as execution, 

land acquisition, revenue etc. are shared in concession agreements and project contracts (such 

as EPC contract, O&M contract, power purchase agreement (PPA) etc).  The creditworthiness of 

the contracting parties such as the EPC contractor is equally important.  Foreign pension funds 

might also want to look as the debt like equity of concessions on completed airport projects 

once the Airport Regulator has clarified the tariff norms for aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

revenues.



The pitfalls of Indian Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) for Foreigners

A large number of foreign currency convertible bonds (FCCBs) that were issued by Indian 

companies in the glory days of 2007 are due to mature in the next year and the following year. 

But with the equity market not trading at the levels assumed when the bonds were issued, 

many companies will struggle to meet their obligations on the debt.  So fearful are some 

investors, they have converted the FCCB to equity before maturity date and sold the equity in 

the market to garner as much recovery as possible.  But the foreign investors have only 

themselves to blame for the mess- they just went along with the momentum of 2007 and did 

not bother to do a sound credit analysis of the companies involved.  Some of the companies 

were run by outright crooks (we reiterate management integrity evaluation is particularly 

important when assessing the credit worthiness of Indian companies- there might be the ability 

to pay but a profound unwillingness to do so).   But the market did not distinguish between the 

men and the boys- the FCCBs issued by almost all companies traded at a heavy discount in 2009 

and 2010 (and some even now).  This presented a great opportunity for good companies- they 

bought back the FCCBs at a discount and extinguished them.  When one issuer defaults, all 

FCCBs will trade at huge discounts.  Investors made money during the crisis of 2009 by 

selectively investing in FCCBs after thorough credit analysis- the good ones paid off handsomely.

FCCBs became the favored instrument to raise capital for Indian companies during the global 

bull market between 2004 and 2007. Most issuers were on a high growth trajectory and 

assumed that increased future earnings would induce investors to convert their bonds to equity 

at some stage. On the other hand, investors, mostly from the hedge fund sector, were more 

than happy to access the superior returns promised by an exponentially growing Indian equity 

market while continuing to benefit from the cash flows of the bond.  Now the time has come to 

pay the piper.   The Indian equity market indices are nowhere near the levels it was during 2007. 



This year alone, it has fallen by 20% after another rally between 2009 and 2010.  As a result, the 

conversion price for most of the outstanding FCCBs is way above the companies’ current stock 

price.  The redemption premium for most is also quite high, and companies are bracing 

themselves to pay the money back to bondholders.

According to estimates, about 80 companies have FCCBs maturing over the next 12–15 months 

with a combined payout of $8 billion.   Not all of them will be able redeem the bonds and the 

likelihood of conversion to equity is poor.   The only option, other than FCCB buyback and 

redemption, available to management with integrity is to restructure the FCCBs by lowering the 

conversion price and increasing the tenure of the bond.  Lowering the conversion price would 

mean sharp dilution of the shareholding of current owners.  This is where management integrity 

comes in- the ones with low integrity have tried to tie up their investors in a messy legal process 

to avoid having to dilute their holding.  A cement bag maker Karur KCP Packagings did this to a 

Singapore based hedge fund.  US hedge funds DE Shaw and Citadel were also involved in a court 

dispute with Venus Remedies after the company defaulted on its FCCB.

Restructuring of FCCB cannot always be a panacea.      Leading wind turbine maker Suzlon 

restructured its FCCBs last year and the bonds are now due for conversion at a lower price in 

two tranches in June 2012 and October 2012.  Unfortunately, on account of the poor prospects 

for renewable energy companies in the near term, the Suzlon shares continue to underperform, 

reducing their likelihood of conversion.  The management is confident of redeeming the FCCBs 

on the due dates but we would be very circumspect.   Another company in the same boat is tea 

producer Assam Company.

Reliance Communication (Rcom) is an example of a company that redeemed its bonds as 

scheduled.  $500 million FCCBs were redeemed in May 2011.  Another $ 1 billion is due for 



redemption next year.  The company is likely to pay its bond holders as scheduled, thanks to a 

long tenured loan the company managed to obtain from a Chinese bank.  The company is 

enmeshed is some legal problems- but we don’t think they are servere enough to come in the 

way of timely redemption.    But most companies do not have cash to redeem their FCCBs, thus 

ruling out that option.  Another way to redeem the FCCBs is to issue fresh equity- but 

considering the condition of the equity markets, that’s not a promising possibility.  So is issuing 

fresh FCCBs.  And for the rest, there are some companies who have already defaulted or plan to 

default on the FCCBs. Their rationale is simple: they do not expect to tap the offshore market 

ever again, and consequently do not care about the company’s international reputation.  But 

that kills the possibility of even good companies issuing these instruments as undiscerning 

foreign investors might tar all companies with the same brush.

Wide Divergence in the Analytical Prowess of Domestic Rating Agencies

As usual, we recommend that investors do their own credit analysis and avoid relying on rating 

agency opinion.   However, if one must, then investors would do well to rely on the opinions of 

ICRA (the Indian arm of Moodys) or CRISIL (the Indian arm of S&P).  The two other agencies, 

Fitch and CARE, are best avoided.  Both have published credit rating rationales which display 

negligible understanding of the credit stories of the entities being rated on account of being 

peopled by mediocre credit analysts.  Both also have a track record of being more generous with 

assignment of credit ratings in pursuit of market share. 
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